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Kamila is an artist, virtuoso and precursor in one. 

The violin is her greatest passion since the seventh year 

of her life. Many years of artistic art allow Kamila to 

follow contemporary musical trends. 

 

She is the author of many compositions based on songs 

in the field of latin, gypsy, folk, pop and rock music, to 

which the sound of the violin a completely new sound. 

 

Kamila creates energetic and spectacular shows that 

stay in the memory for a long time. As the only one in 

Poland, she combines the violin playing with figure 

skating. 

 

  

KAMILA MALIK





Instrumental, dance and ice 

concerts 

Improvisations for club music

Outdoor events

Supports 

Balls, banquets

Fashion shows

Performances during matches

Company events

Integration events

Meeting with clients

Family celebrations

Weddings 

EXPERIENCE
Classical and entertainment music:





CLUB, DISCO, POP - violin interpretations of popular club compositions 
ROCK - hits of such artists as Led Zeppelin
SOUL, R&B, ELECTRO SWING - Amy Winehouse, Caro Emerald, Tina 
Turner, Adele and much more
MUSICAL, BURLESQUE, LATINO - violin playing combined with dancing - 
tango, mambo, musicals (Moulin Rouge, The Hunchback of Notre Dame, 
Hava Nagila, Sway, Asturias, songs of Lindsey Stirling)
CLASSICAL MUSIC IN ENTERTAINMENT ARRANGEMENTS - 
Chopin - Nokturne, J.S. Bach - Toccata and fuga d-moll, Albinoni - Adagio
FILM MUSIC - Pirates of the Caribbean, Pulp Fiction, Zorro, Chariots of 
Fire, Bandit
BALL MUSIC - Viennese waltz, slow waltz, polonaise
CLASSICAL MUSIC - virtuoso solo performances and with 
the accompaniment of a piano or other instrumental 
ensemble (Hungarian Dance, Fiddler on the Roof, Spanish Dance)

REPERTOIRE 

Full flexibility of the material! 
The repertoire for each performance is set individually 
with the client and tailored to the needs and opportunities. There is a 
possibility of preparing material from outside the presented repertoire. 
 



CONTACT

Music Agency Lincoln Global 

Mati Górecka 

mob. +48 511 104 449 

matigorecka@lincolnglobal.pl

 

I kindly invite you to cooperation 

www.kamilamalik.com


